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Interpretability

● Concept-based: explaining model decisions in terms of high-level 

concepts or features

● Mechanistic-based: focus on understanding inner workings of model

Interpretability: extent to which a model's decisions, predictions, or 

internal workings can be understood/explained by humans



Why is interpretability 
important?



Salient Explainers
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Image Data



● Idea:

○ Explains how a network responds to an individual sample image.

○ It boils down to gradient computation of output with respect to input 

○ End result: a map with the same dimensionality with input data, showing 

each input part’s importance (gradient)

● Existing approach: 

○ GradientxInput (Shrikumar et al., 2017)

○ SmoothGrad (Smilkov et al., 2017)

○ Integrated (Sundararajan et al., 2017), 

○ Guided Backpropagation (Springenberg et al., 2015)

○ GradCAM (Selvaraju et al., 2016))

Salient Map





● CLIP (Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training) is a neural network that works 

with both images and texts

○ Trained to predict which randomly sampled text snippets are close to a 

given image, meaning that a text better describes the image

● Use salient map to explain how model makes prediction:

○ Some regions of the image are closer to the text query than others

○ This difference can be used to build the saliency map

● Notebook link 

Saliency Map Demo

https://github.com/openvinotoolkit/openvino_notebooks/blob/main/notebooks/232-clip-language-saliency-map/232-clip-language-saliency-map.ipynb


Query: “Who developed the Theory of General Relativity?”



Limitations
● None of those methods were evaluated in a 

quantitative way: 

○ Hard to find metrics or reliable ones 

● Lacked a direct connection and guarantees 

related to how well the “explanations” 

correspond to the model’s “reasoning” process

●  Experiments questioning reliability

○ A sanity check or an evaluation protocol is 

not a task-independent indicator of the 

saliency method’s validity



Discussion
● How do you imagine salient explainers would fit into the context of 

generative AI models (i.e. diffusion models, Bayesian Flow Networks, 

GANs)?



Attention Explainers
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Textual Data



Attention “Explanations”
● Currently used across different tasks, but focus on NLP domain for 

this section

● Attention weights can be considered “importance” weights: the bigger 

the weight, the more critical the input element is



Limitations: Attention is not Explanation
● Interpreting weights as “importance” 

is not well-defined

● Attention weights do not correlate w/ 

other feature importance measures

● Alternative attention weights do not 

significantly change model 

predictions

● Inconsistencies in evaluation 

methods



Demo: Attention is 
not not Explanation



Frozen Attention Weights (Average)



Frozen Attention Weights (Instance)



Frozen Attention Weights (Instance)



Attention Might Be Explanation



Attention Might Be Explanation



Discussion
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Questions & Thoughts



Discussion
● What are some types of features/answers that you’re looking for when 

using XAI tools? 

● What are the requirements/metrics that you need in order to decide 

whether XAI tools are useful and working as intended? 

● What directions/suggestions do you have to solve those issues? 



Towards Provably Useful XAI
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Future Directions



● The authors conclude that without Task-Inspired techniques, there are no 

guarantees that these approaches offer useful real-world applications

○ Lack of distinction in some studies b/w performance of a model with and 

without explanations

○ XAI evaluations involving humans often rely on simplistic proxy tasks or 

subjective opinions on explanation quality

● With these techniques, however, under rigorous evaluation it may be possible to 

find meaningful results

Is Task-Agnostic Explainable AI a Myth?
“for instance, positive feature attribution does not, in general, imply that increasing the 
feature will increase the model output. Similarly, zero feature attribution does not, in 

general, imply that the model output is insensitive to changes in the feature.”



Thank you!
Questions?



MECHANISTIC 
Interpretability

Unity Collective



MECHANISTIC 
Interpretability

● Mechanistic: Understanding inner workings of 

models

○ Tracing input -> output

● Differs from Concept-based Interpretability which 

uses high-level concepts that are meaningful to 

humans

○ e.g. having a sub-network determine if a 

particular symptom is present

Dall-e 3 image



SoLU
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Nelson Elhage, Tristan Hume, Catherine Olsson, Neel Nanda, Tom Henighan, Scott Johnston, Sheer El 
Showk, Nicholas Joseph, Nova DasSarma, Ben Mann, and others (Anthropic AI). Softmax Linear Units 
Transformers Circuit Thread, 2022



Superposition Hypothesis



Solutions to Superposition

1. Create models with less superposition

● Softmax Linear Units (SoLU)

2. Find a way to understand representations with superposition



SoLU vs GeLU
GeLU = Gaussian Error Linear Unit, approx:



SoLU vs GeLU
GeLU = Gaussian Error Linear Unit, approx:

SoLU increased interpretability at a major performance cost, so…

applying an extra LayerNorm after the SoLU:



SoLU Motivating Examples
Discourages polysemanticity by:

● Large values suppress smaller values
○ Lateral inhibition

● Basis aligned vectors are preserved
○ Approximate activation sparsity

● Features spread dimensions will 
have a smaller magnitude
○ Approximate superlinearity



Performance 
vs. 

Explainability: 

a limited 
tradeoff



Does SoLU result in better explanations?

human evaluator 

evaluates whether a 

single hypothesis or 

concept explains 80% 

of the strongest firings



Does SoLU result in better explanations?



LayerNorm Complications



Based on tokens highlighted in text below (corresponding to certain neurons), can you 
come up with interpretable features mapping to these patterns?

This is a sentence where I talk about interesting stuff like sencha tea.
I love running, but I hurt my ankle last time I tried!
The following paper describes a new method for inferring unseen attributes- using just model 
predictions.
Some people think AI is becoming sentient, but that is debatable.
I ate Corgi-shaped cupcakes yesterday. They were delicious!
Have you seen my cat anywhere?
I'll be sleeping by the time this movie finishes
My assignment is due today!!
Are you craving some chocolate?
Meet my new cat- Gustavo
Can you help me solve for x: $5x - 25x^2 + 300 = 0$

Class Activity



Monosemanticity
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Trenton Bricken, Adly Templeton, Joshua Batson, Brian Chen, Adam Jermyn, and others (Anthropic AI). 
Towards. Monosemanticity: Decomposing Language Models With Dictionary Learning. Transformers 
Circuit Thread, 2023 



Can help eliminate superposition, but neurons remain largely non-interpretable

Toy example: Independent features {A, B, C, D}, Single, binary-output neuron.

Scenario 1: Only A useful: CE loss: ¼ * 3 * - log(⅓) ~ 0.8
Scenario 2: A/B equally useful: CE loss: ½  * 2 * - log(½) ~ 0.7 

Architectural limitations

Fewer neuron 
activations

Pushing sparsity 
too much

Neurons encouraged 
to become 
polysemantic



Extracting features from neurons

tokens

embed

h0 h1 …

MLP (ReLU)

+

“Features”

Activations

…



Features as a Decomposition

“Features”

Activations

Encoder

Superposition hypothesis - these “features” 
are likely to form an overcomplete basis i.e., 
more directions than neurons



A “good” decomposition

Describe points for which feature activates:

E.g., feature 4 -> {“Hello!”, “Hey there”!, “Bonjour”, “How’s it going?”}

Interpret downstream effects of changing features

E.g., P(feature 4 )↑      →     P(negative sentiment) ↓  

Features cover significant portion of layer functionality



Sparse Autoencoders

MSE loss: Avoid polysemanticity

Larger internal dimension: Overcomplete

L1-penalty: Sparsity

Input bias: Boosted performance (toy models)



Top-activation samples may have neurons that “appear” monosemantic

Sample uniformly across all feature activations

Are these features “interpretable”?



Use larger LLM to summarize using examples of tokens that activate feature

Predict unseen tokens using explanation

Automated evaluation



Interpretable features are able to explain ~80% of the loss (loss preserved when 
replaced with autoencoder reconstructions), are are highly similar (~0.7 correlation) 
between models on same data.

1. Is the lack of being able to explain the remaining 20% under given constraints 
(can, if sparsity constraints are slowly relaxed) an issue? Why/why not?

2. Is it expected to have such variance in a technique that is supposed to find 
“interpretable features”, even within models with the same architecture trained 
on the same dataset? What might be the reasons causing this

3. The authors used larger LLMs to look at examples and come up with 
“interpretability-related” concepts for those features. Can you think of any 
issues with this approach?

Group Discussion



Features appear in “clusters”

Dictionary learning can learn all features with unlimited size, but is forced into 
structured superposition.

Feature Splitting

Space + capital 
after period Lowercase after 

period

Space + number 
after period

Space + newline 
after period



Feature Splitting - Example



Takeaways

While architecture-based changes show promise, controlling 

polysemanticity with increasing sparsity is a cyclic problem

For trivial 1-layer Transformers, post-learning techniques (based on sparse 

dictionary learning) are promising and can help extract meaningful 

features from existing neurons
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